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First, I assume that there are known and knowable facts about which outcomes and policies best promote
racial justice. To remain viable, the GOP must craft a diversity of thought and a diversity of policies to give
people something to vote for, something to embrace, something that makes peoples' lives better, rather than
rehashing the policies of the past. Media often missed the fact that even conservative white male students liked
him personally, because he encouraged and invited them to challenge his views and gave them space to do so
in his classes. This asymmetry, however, stands in need of justification. Well, again, whether by divine
inspiration or interest convergence stemming from political pressure and shrinking church membership, years
later in June , the SBC reversed its position and officially apologized to African Americans for its support and
collusion with the institution of slavery regarding it now as an "original sin" , and also apologizing for its
support of "Jim Crow" laws and its rejection of civil rights initiatives of the s and s. If this is the case, it
follows that black Americans, as a group, are not motivated to act by moral concerns. Senator Marco Rubio
and Indian-American Governor Bobby Jindal have surfaced as possible candidates to attract additional
demographic groups, traditional Democratic Party constituencies, into their tent. According to the principle,
the interests of black Americans will only be promoted when they either advance or do not impede the
interests of white Americans. In the next two sections, Parts I and II, I further explain and interpret Bell's
interest convergence principle and racial realism thesis. They asserted that to be a "good Christian," one had to
support the institution of slavery and could not join the ranks of the abolitionists. This pragmatic turn allows
scholars who adopt and expand upon Bell's work to theorize with greater consistency. He also argues that
black Americans should seek remedies to racial injustices by acknowledging the interest convergence
principle. I cast black Americans as the protagonists in this story to remain consistent with the spirit of Bell's
work and because the dilemma I posit has direct implications for Bell's ideas about black resistance. Bell's
thesis parallels legal realism. Further, Bell advances a racial realism thesis. Justice Department. I argue that
Bell's approach to racial justice is viable and instructive, but that it must be modified if it is to overcome
several serious theoretical problems. At Harvard, Bell established a new course in civil rights law, published a
celebrated case book, Race, Racism and American Law, and produced a steady stream of law review articles.
Thus, the principle and the thesis, taken together, entail a contradiction. Among his notable cases was a class
action suit against the Los Angeles Police Department on behalf of the city's black residents. Bell's protest at
Harvard stirred angry criticism by opposing Harvard Law faculty who called him "a media manipulator who
unfairly attacked the school," noting that other people had accused him of "depriv[ing] students of an
education while he makes money on the lecture circuit.


